
Unit 4: A Level Biology
Option C: Behaviour 1

Konrad Lorenz worked on imprinting and famously 
imprinted young geese. He became their ‘mother’ 
and taught them to fly.

Pavlov trained dogs to associate a bell with food, 
so they responded to the sound of the bell with 
salivation. 

Skinner studied rats. They were rewarded for 
pressing a lever with a food pellet.

Kohler put bananas out of a chimp’s reach – the 
only way to get them was to join two sticks 
together. Once the chimp had worked it out it 
did it every time.

Innate behaviours are inherited and ‘instinctive’.

Innate behaviours are studied using choice chambers – different 
conditions are supplied in each section and movement of animals 
tracked.

Taxes are directional responses by the 
whole organism moving towards 
(positive) or away from (negative) a 
stimulus.

Kineses are non-directional, random movements 
of a whole organism. In unfavourable conditions 
the organism moves quickly with few turns. In 
favourable conditions slowly with more turns.

Habituation is 
learning to ignore a 
stimulus as it brings 
neither reward or 
punishment.

Imprinting happens early 
in young animals, where 
they become attached 
to the first larger moving 
object they detect. This 
is reinforced by gaining 
food/warmth.

Classical conditioning is an artificial stimulus 
associated with a natural stimulus provoking 
the same response.

Imitation 
is where 
animals learn 
by observing 
others, eg. 
the spread 
of tool use in 
chimpanzees.

Learned behaviours 
are behaviours based 
on past experience 
and can be modified.

Latent learning 
is exploratory 
learning. Animals 
explore new 
surroundings 
and learn – this 
enhances survival.Operant 

conditioning is 
the association 
of particular 
behaviours 
with reward or 
punishment.

Insight learning is 
where a solution 
to a problem is 
found by accident 
but is immediately 
applied in the 
future.

A reflex is a rapid 
automatic response 
to a stimulus with a 
protective function 
that enhances 
survival.  


